
Art for Week of: May 18-22 
 AT-HOME LEARNING DIRECTIONS:  

Choose from the options below (choose one or both) to explore Value.  I would love to see what 
you have made (along with any other art), please send images to my email econnelly@ecasd.us 

or message me in Microsoft Teams! 
 

You can also upoad your images to Artsonia! See the link also on the Putnam webpage for 
directions. 

 
THIS WEEK’S ELEMENT OF ART FOCUS IS VALUE 

 

VALUE: The lightness and darkness of a color. 
 

ART CHOICE #1: 

 

 
1. Make whatever kind of animal you’d like. If you want 

a monkey you can follow the steps outlined above 
2. Outline your balloon animal with a washable marker. 

BONUS RESOURCES  
Want to learn more about 
VALUE? Check out these ideas! 
 
 

1. Draw a horizontal rectangle 
and section it into 6 boxes.  

2. Using a pen or pencil, try 
one or more of the 
techniques outlined above. 
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3. Dip a cotton ball/swab or a paint brush into water and 
spread the marker ink to create lights and darks of 
the color.  

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

1. Draw 3-4 different wavy 
horizontal lines.  

2. Color the foreground 
(bottom section) darkest 
using a pencil, marker, or 
crayon.  

3. Color the middle ground 
(middle section(s)) slightly 
lighter as you go up with the 
same color.  

4. Color the background (top 
section) the lightest value or 
keep it white. 

ART CHOICE #2: 
 
 

 

 
 

 
1. Draw 4x4 grid or fold your paper in half and half again both 
vertically and horizontally to create 4x4 grid (16 boxes) 
2. Choose two 4 letter words 
3. Write the word in your grid horizontally  
4. Write the second word vertically 
5. This way your letters will overlap 
6. NO BUBBLE LETTERS! 
7. In each shape that you have created, create a different 
value. 
8. Make sure that your lines are neat, careful and thoughtful 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 


